
Trout farm - Growing  trout fish

We offer you an existing complex business-project ready for sale: 
Trout farm and recreation complex with an area of 8.5 ha in the Carpathian Mountains.

  

General information see here - Trout farming in the recreation complex
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On the territory of the farming ther are such basic objects of the fishery purposes (hydraulic
structures) as:

  

- Water intake from the river Cheremosh;

  

- Canal water supply to the water reservoirs;;

  

- Small ponds - rate-cells of trout with hydraulic structures. Seven ponds with total water surface
area of 0.28 ha;

  

- Large ponds - ponds with hydraulic structures.Eight ponds. One of them is not intended for
breeding fish and formed the extension channel. For seven fish farming ponds total water
surface area 2.8 ha;

  

- Water-ponds offtake.

  

Water is removed from r.Cheremosh coastal water intake, which is situated at the dam on the
shore. Water intake is made of concrete. Entrance is equipped with a flat metal gate with screw
hoist by which regulated water supply. Concrete part needs repair.

  

With abstracted place is water feeding channel, sideways and bottom is reinforced concrete
slabs. Tentative sizes of the channel cross-section - the width is 1m along the bottom, bevels
1:2, depth from 1.0 m to 3.0 m in relief, the total length of about 1.2km. The thickness of silting
in the channels about 0.3-0.5 m and therefore the current channel requires maintenance and
cleaning of silt.

  

Ponds are small (manifold, 7 pieces) have estimated  size of 14 x 28 m and every area of
approximately 400 sq.m. each. Bevels of the contour and separated  dams are  partially fixed
with concrete slabs. Ponds are partially silted thickness of 0.3-0.5 m. Water supply  of the
manifold is independent, with gravity feed through water feeding waterfall. Water and its level in
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the ponds  is regulated with closures. Conduit and hydraulic waterfalls of the ponds in
satisfactory condition and require minor maintenance.

  

Great ponds (7 pieces) for fish farming have approximate sizes 100x40 m every and area nearly
4,000 sq.m each. Bevels dams are fixed with sowing of perennial grasses. Water ponds are
depended on the water fall channel through the water descent of the previous pond. Hydraulic
conduit between the ponds are made of reinforced concrete and two pipes with a diameter of
1m and 6m length each. Water and its level in ponds is regulated by the closures. Practically all
hydraulic are suitable for normal operation and require only regular maintenance.
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    General information see here - Trout farming in the recreation complex  
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